David
Fahrer

NFTY SAR Social
Action Vice
President

Experience
-Set up a Clothes/Toys drive at KKBE (2019)
-Fall Kallah Welcoming Ambassador (2019)
-Worked with other teens to create a
statement on our temples behalf regarding
the immigration crisis (2019)
-CHARLEY SAVP (2019-present)
-Lobbying in Washington DC with the RAC
(2019)
- CHARLEY CVP (2018-2019)
-CHARLEY’s Camp Jenny Carnival
(2017-2019)
-Volunteer work with various organizations
such asOne80 place (a homeless shelter),
community service events at KKBE (my
temple), elementary schools, and multiple
others (2016-present)

If I could change one thing...
Why I’m running
I am running for regional board for so many
reasons. Firstly, I love NFTY SAR because of
the friendships and the passion the region
brings out in all of us. In addition to that, I
think that right now is a crucial time for social
action, and I want to get more involved in
the NFTY community. I am running because I
know how much everyone in SAR is capable
of and I want to help everyone with issues
they are passionate about

If I could change one thing about how NFTY
SAR does social action, I would create time
at events, whether it be through programs or
just a discussion at a meal in which I would
sit down with SARites and listen to issues
they are passionate about in order to
expand SARs Social Action agenda to
include everyone's voice rather than only
focusing topics I’m passionate about

To strengthen SAR and
incorporate social action outside
of regional events I will…
-Reach out to SARites and help them with
TYG social action or any local social action
they might be running in their communities
-Implement biweekly calls with the SA
network to share social action ideas or
programs for TYG events, listen to issues
people are passionate about and help them
make their voice heard, and help each other
with Camp Jenny fundraising
-Challenge SARites to take action by
whatever means they can; donating to
non-profit organizations, starting drives or
fundraisers or taking part in marches or
rallies. I plan to do this by helping each
SARite find an organization or march in their
community that they can get their TYG or
even all of SAR involved in

I will work as part of a team to
collaborate in planning events
by….
-Listening to and incorporating fellow board
members ideas
-Helping fellow board members whenever
they need
-Focusing on the best ways I can contribute
-Remaining in constant communication with
the rest of the board to yield maximum
efficiency in event planning

I plan to strengthen SAR’s
participation in Camp Jenny by…
-Promoting, contributing, and participating in
TYG and individual Camp Jenny fundraisers
and find new ways to raise money
-Having programs to educate the region on
what Camp Jenny does, the application
process, the different positions, and how to
get involved so that SARites are more
prepared to fundraise and apply
-Giving SARites more of a voice in the theme
selection and potential programs at camp
-Utilizing the knowledge and passion
SARites have about Camp Jenny to get each
and every TYG and community in the region
involved so that we can send even more
campers

I plan to offer social action
programs that are inclusive to
multiple points of view by….
-Being completely objective and equally
considerate to all views while programming
-Addressing SAR before interactive
programs where SARites views on subjects
might differ to ensure that SARites listen to,
acknowledge, and respect everyone’s
opinions
-Conferring with regional board to clarify that
a program is inclusive to all of SAR
-Recognizing that SAR has diverse views
and creating programs where everyone can
participate and voice their opinions equally

